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Hypothesis, concerning the structure of formulae

for Taouu» diagrams in the first-quantized auperetring

theory is proposed* The analytical measure in the in-

tegration отег moduli spaoe is proportional to the sum

TEH€!efi)l
ei (£=±Лотег opla structures on Riemann

e.
 e

 *

surface* and vanishes because of the Riemann identi-

ties for ^-constants*

Pig. -, vt. - 4.
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1. Recently, ол the base of analytical anomaly cancel-

lation theorem due to Selavin and Knishnik, the structure

of иапу-loop contributions to amplitudes of the closed

oriented bosonic string theory haa been understood in

terns of analytical geometry of moduli space (see refe.1

for details)* In supersymmetric case the formulae for amp-

litudes are yet unknown. Ae to stat-sums (p-loop racuum

diagrams), they may be represented as integrals отег М_ -

- the space of moduli cf Riemann surfaces of genus p -

with analytical measures <6/|^(y) and

(y stands for holomorphic coordinates on XL):

(Ji\ I V H T J " *
or
 euperstring

j^rv-rw; <
1
)

T** \Л > °vT H*1SJ - for heterotic string.

ProTided these theories really possess 10-dimenaional

supereynmetry on quantum lerel,their predictions for racu-

um loops should ranish; more exactly, (з(й |^(у) * 0» Below

a hypothesis about the structure of <U4 |g(y) is proposed,

which guarantees the ralidity of this identity.
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2. Statistical sum for superstring may be represented

as an integral over supermoduli space with a certain mea-

sure. The supermoduli space may be obtained, for example,

as a factor over modular group Sp(p,Z) of a direct pro-

duct of 2
P
"

1
(2

P
+1) copies of Teichmuller space UL ti-

mes 2p-2 -dimensional flat space of odd moduli . Teich-

muller space M_ is the space of moduli of Riemann surfa-

ces with marked systems of basic cuts. M_ is a factor of

M over modular group. l*he 2?~ (2
P
+1) copies of M

•P p

differ by even spinor structures.

The measure on supermoduli space is defined by s ratio

of superdeterminants of operators *^, acting on super-

fields x(iT> and e(Tp (ten-dimensional coordinates of

string + fermions and auperdiada). Expressions like (1)

arise after the integration over odd moduli is performed.

Though the supermoduli space itself is connected (we consi-

der only even characteristics), such integration gives rise

to a discret sum over 2?~ (2^+1) copies of ordinary modu-

li space Ы :

V/e present only contributions,depending on ^"Characteris

tic e - boundary conditions for half-integer differenti-

als. The weights c
e
(y) in eq.(2), appeared after integ-

ration over odd moduli, are some functions on M . They

may be determined from superdetermi.iant's dependence on

He are indebted to A.S.Schwarz for ascertaining this

formulation.



odd moduli, or, differently, from modular properties of

(Д.Ц co(y)« We shall use a somewhat different reasoning

fcr their specification in p.4» ffote.that weights с (у),

entering expressions for amplitudes, depend on the amplitu-

de under consideration.

3« She ^
e
*

e
^n+14 dependence on {/-characteristic e

is essentially the same as that of the corresponding

-constant Q[z1 :
 de1:

e
"5n+% ( j j W ©t

fe
l(jj)

depends on the period matrix T, which is analyti-

cal function of y; see refs.1,2 about this proportiona-

lity and refs.1,3 for definition and properties of $-con-

stants.) However, this exhausts the dependence on e only

for n«0:

(more exactly, det ̂
о

й
 det

ft
^(y) . ©Ц(у)[^4]).

Iff there are holomorphic ^-differentials with appropriate

boundary conditions on a Rieraann surface, $[e|(y) vanishes

and the number of differentials equals the order of zero of

As to 3/2-differentials,

(more exactly, det^
Q

%
 uet

e
^

3 / 2
(y) ^

1
^

5
 [^^

On the left-hand side det
1
^' 0 for any У* 00 that functi-



on Ф
#
(у) should cane ell all zeroes of 6te\(7), and

should be non-vanishing «hen 0\,el (y) 4> 0. On the other

hand, ФрСу) should be single-valued function of bounda-

ry conditione, contrary to ОД*}» 'hich acquire phase fac-

.tore under modular transformations, leaving e invariant.

FOT Ф
е
(у) the following expression may be substituted:

Here £^*.* ^ P D - 2 ftr* holomorphic 3/2-diffnrentiala on

Riemann surface with boundary conditions,corresponding to

characteristic e; P1...P__1 are positions of double

zeroes of holomorphic Prime differential "Y = 0 i LO '

( COt- are canonically normalized holomorphic 1-differenti-

als: J CO - S*

derivatives of some odd 0-function). In local ooordi-

nates^in the vicinity of P^ Щ ^

If on a Riemann surface (i.e* for some y) Q[ ej(y) » 0,

this implies existense of holomorphic 1/2-differentials

with boundary conditions, ««pecified by e,
 v
f'i**

#
'fk

t

their number к being the same as the order of zero of

(see eq.(3)). Then among holomorphie 3/2-diffe-
2 Z

rentials there are ^ ^ ,.. ' ^ V , and each of them has

double zeroes at all the points P^, so that

) ZSJK) 1 has fc-th order zero. Thus theP

r.h.e. of eq.(4) never vanishes.

Conversly, if determinant has a k-th order zero,then se-

me к holomorphic 3/2-differentiaia £ have double
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seroes at «11 the points P^. Pro* these к ^ ' » к holo-

aorpble ^-differentials 4*=^£V o«n be constructed, la

turn, their existence according to eq.(3) implies the k-th

order as«ro of

Hecently 7.Enizhnlk Ы ] proposed a proof of id«nt±tj.*s

like (3),(4)i ueisg eonformal inrerlaace and its anomali-

es. These identities are cited in eqs«(3)*(4) in brackets,

note* that in order, to reproduce anomalies the contributi-

ons wich are independent of characteristics should Ъе also

included. Уог instance, anomaly in the product

LdetJ&3/2*
 c

*l
c u
l

a t
«d with the special metric

f5Li« exactly reproduced by the r-h.e.of eq.<4)

dependence on P J i (the zeroes of the metric).

4. From eqs.(2~4) it follow»,that

21 •
#

Our hypothesis is that

(5)

£ • +1 being some phase factors (see below). Of course,

in eq.(5)»juat as in eq.(1), there are factors,depending on

y, but hot on ^•characteristic e. If this hypothesis is

Talid, the yaniahing of dU |g(j) ifl eistply due to Bie-

вашх identity

2 €,6|»]4(7) • 0 (6)
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end docs not depend on anything else, in particular «on the

choice of aetric on Riemann surface• Otherwise an identical

relation between ©-constants and values of holomorphic

differentials at points P. would exist, which seems ez-

trimely doubtfull.

It is worth Mentioning, that our reasoning is based exclu-

sively on properties of systems of zeroes (divisors) of

0.-constanta and this is more simple,than a possible appro-

ach to definition of c
#
(y) from modular properties of

«lLcgg(y)« Note, that modular properties of values of holomor-

phio differentials are rather complicated. Even in bosonic

ease, only formulas for p^4 are yet known from modular

properties £ibj, while those«following from study of divisors,

are derived for any p f 1cJ( however, they need some «probably,

extra information about parametrization of Riemann surfaces).

5. Let us prove now the formula (6). The thing is that

for p>2 there axe many independent Riemann identities

interrelating the forth powers of even ©-constants. (The to-
4P i

tal number of these relations is " у•, so that only

{2V»?^gP"Vi? o £ &~\2V+v ©|еД** are linearly in-

dependent.) Identity (6), required for vanishing of
 d

U fs*

should certainly include all the even ^-constants on equal

footing, i.e. all the coefficients С
 с
 should be pure

phase factors» \€L-\ «1* Unfortunately,there are no a prio-
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ri reasons for each en Identity to exist, and it should be

specially derived. In fact* if Q-characteristic e is pa-

rametriaed ал tollowms [e[= ^ " " 3 * 1
 then

) fty = o.
111 other identities are modular transforms of this one (plus

linear combinations). In practice, the transformations from

factor group 3p(p,Z)/Sp(p,2Z) are enough, sinse Riemann

identities are invariant under the transformations,specified

by syjsplectic matrices with етеп elements.

Identity (7) is a tririal consequense of a well known rela-

which expresses Q with arbitrary characteristic through

thetas with only characteristics of the form I I» but depen-

ding on doubled parameter 27. (T is syaaaetric pzp matrix

nith positively definite imaginary part - the element of 3ie-

gel space. T's entering expressions for string amplitudes

are period matrices on Riemarm surfaces of genus p, see i.1j.)

To derive eg..(7) one should substitute four squares of eq.(S)

1 l ? | Jj
simple algebra one obtains identical zero
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Halation (8) itMlf follow* dliictly from the definition

s i l l * C T - > =
' ZL

i f on* м м от*г TLVB -гах±9.Ыч» u±» Н»А+ s^) and
T i * ^ " i " ^^» tettae «iault«a«ousl7 Integer or half-intog*r

та1им» It la «nougli to apply the Xollowiag aaaeatlon. rule:

-2Z
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